SPRINKLERS

Orbit Irrigation is recognized as the brand leader in the irrigation
market. In a recent nationwide study of hose-end brand names,
Wirthlin Worldwide Research determined that one in four customers
were familiar with the Orbit brand, making Orbit/SunMate the most
recognized and asked for brand in the hose-end products industry.

Brass Impact Sprinkler w/ Tripod Base
These impact sprinklers can reach up to an 80 ft diameter that has
fully adjustable arcs. Aluminum tripod telescopes out for maximum
stability and distance, adjusts from 25” to 48” in height. Legs retract
and fold together making a compact design for easy moving and
storage. Water intake piping is gooseneck shaped for easy hose
connection. Irrigates large areas with ease.
ITEM #

OR58308

Zinc Impact Sprinkler
w/ Spike Base
Durably constructed from
zinc, this sprinkler can reach
an 80 ft diameter with fully
adjustable arc. Can be used
in a series or by itself.
Partnered on top of a strong
zinc spike.
ITEM #
OR58001

18 Hole Oscillating Sprinkler
This sprinkler is of durable
plastic
and
brass
construction offering 2600
to 3600 square feet of
coverage.
ITEM #
OR58364

Sprinkler Spike
This spike has a sprinkler base on
top and two connections on both
sides of the spike so it can be used
for a single sprinkler or in a series
of sprinklers. 6½” long so it stays
anchored in the ground.
ITEM #
OR58034

22 Hole Oscillating Sprinkler
Made from aluminum and
plastic, this sprinkler offers
between 2600 and 3600
square
feet
of
water
coverage.
ITEM #
OR58304

IMPACT SPRINKLERS
On December 18, 1933, a request was filed for a patent on a
devise described as a “spring activated horizontal impact armdriven sprinkler”. Once granted, Rain Bird was up and running
with the industry’s first impact sprinkler. Decades later, Rain Bird continues to make history with impact
sprinklers that reliably and durably elevate the standard for efficient water management.

Maxi-Bird Plastic Impact Head
1/2" male, riser-mounted, full or
part circle, plastic impact head
with distance-control diffuser
pin. Double weighted arm for
slower rotation and increased
distance of throw. Adjustable
arm spring for low pressure and
low flow operation. Pressure
25-60 psi.

ITEM #

RBMAXBIRD

DESCRIPTION

Maxi Bird
PSI

RADIUS

GPM

25
35
45

35’
38’
40’

2.8
3.3
3.7

Brass Impact Heads
Other nozzles are available. Please call for pricing

20B-ADJ - 1/2" male, riser-mounted, full circle, brass impact head with distance-control
diffuser pin. Straight-through flow for superior performance in dirty water. Pressure 30-70 psi.

25BPJ-FP-ADJ - 1/2" male, riser-mounted, full or part circle, brass impact head with a
stainless steel distance-control diffuser pin. Straight through flow for superior performance in
dirty water. Pressure 30-50 psi.
25BJD-FP-ADJ-DA-TNT - Same as 23BPJ-FP-ADJ but with a distance control flap and
a long wearing TNT bearing.

30-H - 3/4" male, riser-mounted, full circle, brass impact head with a stainless steel springs
and fulcrum pin. Dual nozzle ports. Pressure: 25-80 psi.

35A-TNT
3/4" male, riser-mounted, full or part circle, brass impact head. Long-wearing TNT bearing.
Straight through flow for superior performance in dirty water. Pressure: 30-60 psi.

35A-ADJ-TNT
Same as 35A-TNT but with a stainless steel distance-control diffuser pin.
ITEM #
RB20BADJ
RB25BPJ
RB25BPDJA
MODEL
PSI
30
40
50

DESCRIPTION
20B-ADJ
25BPJ-FP-ADJ
25BPJ-FP-ADJ-DA-TNT

20B-ADJ
RADIUS
GPM
3.8
39
4.4
40
5.0
41

ITEM #
RB30H
RB35ATNT
RB35AADJ

25BPJ-FP-ADJ
RADIUS
GPM
3.8
39
4.4
40
5.0
41

30H
RADIUS
GPM
5.3
42
6.1
44
6.8
45

DESCRIPTION
30 H
35A-TNT
35A-ADJ-TNT
35A-TNT
RADIUS
GPM
5.5
44
6.4
47
7.2
49

NURSERY IRRIGATION
Spinning Sprinkler Head
Plastic whirling head for use on ripe risers. Has 1 large water outlet that will not clog.
Covering up to 40’ diameter, this plastic whirling sprinkler has been proven itself in
the Nursery market for over 30 years. New
ITEM #
OR54190
head design provides water distribution and
DESCRIPTION
Spinning Sprinkler
spray breakup, and its large water outlet is
resistant to clogging. The ½” female pipe
PSI
GPM
thread makes installation quick and easy.
30
3.4
40
3.9
50
4.4

Roberts 435 / 436 Plastic Spinner Sprinkler
The 435/436 Sprinkler is designed to serve a wide range of applications.
Changeable nozzles combined with unique design make it flexible enough
to create fine mists or large droplets, at any angle you choose. Simplicity is
the key to this remarkable
performance. The 435/436
RO435 RO436
Sprinkler has just one
Roberts Spinner
moving part. The result is a
NOZZLE
PSI
RADIUS
GPM
durable, reliable sprinkler
that will deliver a uniform
2
40
14’
0.80
pattern of mist or droplets
5
40
17’
1.42
just where you need them.
7
40
18’
1.97

Dramm Pin Perfect Nozzles
PIN PERFECT NOZZLE watering system provides an efficient,
permanent, overhead watering system for foliage, bedding, and
potted plants. Nozzles can be inserted into galvanized, rigid poly,
or flexible poly pipe, and should be spaced every 5' to give complete coverage. Use 3/4" line for up to 50'
runs and 1" for 100' runs. Use of different color nozzles on the same line insures even water distribution.
Water lines need to perfectly level. Change nozzles colors ever 6 nozzles for even water distribution.
Use NIFTY NOZZLES (180° or 360° pattern) at end of runs to ensure complete coverage
ASSEMBLY INSERTS (ordered separately) are used for easy installation of these nozzles. Using a
7/16" drill, drill holes every 5' in rigid or galvanized pipe. Push in assembly insert and screw in nozzle.

Assembly
Insert
Nifty Nozzle

Pin Perfect

ITEM #

PIN PERFECT
PIN COLOR

DRPPG
DRPPB
DRPPO
DRNN180

Green
Blue
Orange
Nifty

RATE OF WATER FLOW IN G.P.M. WITH
WATER PRESSURE IN LBS. PER SQ INCH.
15 PSI

21 PSI

29 PSI

36 PSI

.634
.899
1.057
.39

.793
1.110
1.295
.47

.899
1.268
1.480
.55

1.004
1.427
1.664
.68

GREENHOUSE IRRIGATION
Using Netafim pot watering systems has many advantages over hand water. Multi-tier hanging baskets
are watered uniformly and that ensures every plant will receive the exact same amount of water and
fertilizer regardless of where the plant is located in the system. Each dripper adjust to the system
pressure and elevation so that even on rolling or sloped ground, the uniformity of watering is 94%.
Netafim offers a low cost, low maintenance, labor saving alternative to hand watering that usually pays for
itself within the first season while providing a more uniform crop with less disease and does not wash
away pesticides.

Pot Watering Systems
Dripper Assemblies For Hanging Baskets & Bench Crops
Netafim self-flushing drippers flow slowly, and uniformly, so the soil media is
easily wetted without any run-off around the edges of the basket. These
drippers include the PCNL feature so that each plant receives the same
amount of water at the same time regardless of the length of the tube. This
means that several lengths of drippers can be combined on the same line, with
each dripper emitting precisely the same amount of water.

Plastic Weight Assembly- 0.5 GPH
These assemblies include a dripper, flexible polyethylene tube and a plastic
weight. Assemblies are also available with 36" tubes.
ITEM #

TUBE LENGTH

NFPC18TU

18"

NFPC24TU

24"

4-Way Multi-Outlet (MOD) Dripper - 2.0 GPH
These include a 4-way manifold, 4 flexible polyethylene tubes and 4 angle arrow
drippers. To complete the assembly, use one WPC Dripper per 4-way MOD.
Other 4-way MODs are also available with
4 - 18" tubes and 4 - 36" tubes.
ITEM #
TUBE LENGTH
NFMA1830
2 @ 18” and 2 @30”
NFMA2448
2 @ 24” and 2 @ 48”

WPC Dripper - 2 GPH
The WPC is pressure compensating to provide a flow from 10 psi to 45 psi and has a
built in check valve to prevent drainage into the lower plants. When used with a 4Way manifold, the system delivers a .5 GPH per plant flow.
ITEM #
NFWPC2

Angled Arrow Drippers
Although they can be used effectively in small pots, angled arrows are
mostly used in medium to large pots and soilless substrates and
hydroponic applications. Because of their length, they are able to
reach deep into the pots to guarantee soil is adequately and efficiently
watered with no runoff or excess water. They have the same features
and water flow as other Netafim drippers, but can be used in variety of
situations.
ITEM #
NFANGDRL

GREENHOUSE IRRIGATION

The traditional sprinkler layout with overlapping
patterns is poorly suited for greenhouse watering
resulting in wet spots and dry spots. The Netafim
sprinkler layout avoids this problem and achieves a
very high level of uniformity with in a closely spaced
‘strip’ of sprinklers. All Netafim sprinklers have a LPD
Check Valve providing instantaneous on-off preventing
drip damage to plants below and can be mounted
below the supply pipe.

Sprinkler Base Section
These include a flexible 4/7 mm Super Flex UV White polyethylene tubing
made from the highest quality plastics and a stabilizer weight to keeps the fogger
plumb. The tubing is built to withstand heat, direct sun, harsh chemicals, and
produces cooler water temperatures so as to enhance plant growth. Select
appropriate
Sprinkler
Head
ITEM #
TUBE LENGTH
Section
to
complete
the
NFHSA36
36”
assembly. Also available with
NFHSA48
48”
tube lengths of 24", 30" and 60".

Sprinkler Head Section
Fogger Assembly
The Netafim 4-way fogger produces a total flow
rate of 8.1 gph at 60 psi. The nozzles are
removable for
easy
disassembly
and
cleaning.
These include 4-way cross fogger
and a LPD for light indoor fog.
Select appropriate Sprinkler Base
Section and adapter to complete
the assembly.
ITEM #
NFLFABLU
Mister Assembly - 6 GPH
Due to its large nozzle and fine spray, the
Netafim Vibro-Spray high flow sprinkler is ideal
for small plants, propagations, and single
benches. The average flow rate is 13.6 gph at a
working pressure of 30 psi with
spacing between the sprinklers of
3’.
Select appropriate Sprinkler
Base Section to complete the
assembly.
ITEM #

NFVMIST6

Sprinkler Assembly
Netafim’s SpinNet sprinklers produce high
levels of watering uniformity with drip-less
sprinklers specifically designed for
a full range of bedding plant
applications.
This
versatile
sprinkler head can be conformed to
whatever needs may arise.
ITEM #

NFSPINNT

Rotor Max
The Netafim’s Rotor Max produces large
droplets that provide high application rates and
short watering times. The design and durable
construction
means
years
of
reliable
performance and low maintenance. The frame is
made with UV inhibitors and comes in two
different variations to be used in
numerous applications. They can
be used virtually anywhere, from
greenhouses
to
nurseries,
wherever excellent distribution
is needed. One option is an
upright and the other is an
inverted model.
ITEM #
NFROMAX

GREENHOUSE IRRIGATION
Richard Chapin who became affectionately known as the “Father
of Drip Irrigation” founded Chapin Watermatics in 1960. The first
product was a greenhouse watering system that metered out
water to individual plants using small spaghetti-like tubes. This
system literally changed the way greenhouse growers water their
crops.

Spray Tubes
Type P for Pots- furnished with spray body and 1/8" polyethylene tubing (.128 O.D.). Type N for Nursery
containers- furnished with spray body and 3/16" polyethylene tubing (.188 O.D.) Quantity pricing is
available. For installation purposes use Quick Punch for type “P” and No.3 orange hammer punch for
type “N”. Price is per 100. Order in multiples of 100.
ITEM #

SIZE

CHAP12
CHAP18
CHAP24
CHAP30
CHAP36
CHAP48
CHAPSBO

P-12"
P-18"
P-24"
P-30"
P-36"
P-48"
Body Only

ITEM #

SIZE

CHAN12
CHAN18
CHAN24
CHAN30
CHAN36
CHAN48
CHANSBO

N-12"
N-18"
N-24"
N-30"
N-36"
N-48”
Body Only

Heavywall Tube/Weights
Chapin tube/weights are the quick and easy way to automate your watering. They hold firmly in the
mainline, forming a watertight joint and eliminating the need for brass inserts. All Chapin tube weights
are sold and priced per hundred. Single destination orders of 10,000+ tubes will be shipped PREPAID.
The regular tubes are the industry standard. (Wt. per 100 = 6 lbs.) * STOCK SIZES
SIZE

ITEM # for .060 I.D.

ITEM # for .076 I.D.

18"
24" *
30"
36" *
42"
48" *

CHA6018
CHA6024
CHA6030
CHA6036
CHA6042
CHA6048

CHA7618
CHA7624
CHA7630
CHA7636
CHA7642
CHA7648

Heavywall On-Off Tube/Weights
The On-Off tubes are similar to the regular tubes except that a quick push on the end of the weight shuts
the water off from the individual tube. Also available in pressure compensated tubing.
SIZE

ITEM # for .060 I.D.

ITEM # for .076 I.D.

18"
24" *
30"
36" *
42"
48" *

CHA6018F
CHA6024F
CHA6030F
CHA6036F
CHA6042F
CHA6048F

CHA7618F
CHA7624F
CHA7630F
CHA7636F
CHA7642F
CHA7648F

*STOCK SIZES

GREENHOUSE IRRIGATION

The Dramm Low Flow Irrigation System
The Dramm Low Flow Irrigation System is designed for even
watering of potted plants or hanging baskets. The combination
of the PCAS pressure compensated anti siphoning emitters
with the familiar Dramm zinc aluminum weights offers the best
of both worlds. Even watering results from the fact that the
emitters all open at the same pressure and at the same time.
Because the line does not drain between waterings , the entire
line is activated at the same time. Typical drip systems require
time for the line to fill, often supplying more water to the plants
closest to the header.
In addition to offering even watering, the Low Flow System promotes
better wetting of the pot due to the lower flow rates. Because the water is
released over a longer period of time, it does not run between the media
and the pot like some high flow drip systems. This prevents water and
fertilizer waste and promotes better growth of the plant.
The Dramm Low Flow System is sold as components or as complete
units. All connections use pressure fit barb fittings for secure, watertight
connections. Additional system components such as pressure regulators,
valves and filters are also available and are recommended to complete
the accuracy and flexibility of the system. The Dramm Low Flow System
consists of the following parts.

Call caSSco for help in designing your own custom- made system.

INSTALLATION TOOLS
Chapin Quick Punch
The Chapin Quick punch comes with the proper punch for the Chapin heavy
wall tube/weights and type “P” for spray tubes with pipe holders for both ½”
and ¾” pipe. Other Chapin hole punches are available.
ITEM #
CHAQP

DESCRIPTION
Quick Punch

Netafim Punch
For use in installing drippers and sprinklers that use 5 mm micro fitters.
ITEM #
NFPUNCH

DESCRIPTION
Netafim Punch

TIMERS AND CLOCKS
Time Clocks
An ON-OFF time switch control lights, pumps, fans, cycler providing 1-12 ON-OFF
operations daily (depending on number of trippers used) and allows timing of 1 to 23
hours.
ITEM #
KOT101

MODEL

SWITCH

FEATURE

VOLTS

AMPS

T101

SPST

1 Hr

125

40

Cyclers
There's a Cycler-88 for practically any repeat cycle application. Complete cycles
every 5,10, or 30 minutes and every 1 or 4 hours. Trippers adjust for cycles of 21/2, 5, 15, 30, or 120 seconds duration. Ten combination "On-Off" trippers supplies
with each switch. All models have 120 slots, ALL UNITS ARE SPDT switch, 125
volts, 20 amps per pole. Shipping weight is 4 lbs.
ITEM #

MODEL

DIAL CYCLE

ACTUATING
TIME

KOC8815
KOC8835
KOC8865
KOC8845

C8815
C8835
C8865
C8845

10 Minutes
30 Minutes
1 Hour
4 Hour

5 second
15 second
30 second
120 second

Replacement Motors

Transformers

ITEM #

MODEL

ITEM #

MODEL

KOWG800
KOWG790
KOWG780

C8855
C8815
C8835

KOWG750
KOWG770
KOWG1570

C8845
C8865
T101

Used to drop 110 volt to 24 volt.
ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

GR4X746

Transformer

Mist-A-Matic
A special stainless steel screen, as shown, rises up when it is dry. When this happens, it
throws the mercury switch that opens the solenoid valve and starts the misting cycle.
when this stainless steel screen accumulates enough mist the weight of the water shifts it
down,
shutting off the mercury switch, closing the solenoid valve. It needs practically
no care or maintenance and can be left on day and night. Nozzles, valves, and filters
sold separately. If a booster pump is operated with the Mist-A-Matic a relay must be
used. F.O.B. Factory.
ITEM #

GEMIST

Phytotronics 1626D
"On Time" per zone completely adjustable from 2-16 second
intervals.
Each zone is adjustable between "On-Time" in
increments of 4,8,16,32 or 64 minutes. REQUIRES A 24 VOLT
TRANSFORMER (sold separately).
ITEM #

PH1626D

IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS
ESPM (Extra Simple Programming) and the
ESPMI controllers offer versatility like no other on the market. The ESPM’s
start with four stations and can easily be expanded to thirteen stations with
the addition of simple three station modules. They are designed to deliver
superior performance, reliability, and are extremely easy to use for both the
homeowner and the installing contractor.
Features include:
Modularity: Start with the 4-station base controller and easily expand up to 13 with the addition of 3
station modules at installation or in the future.
Easy Installation: Installation is a snap with the roomy cabinet and horizontal terminal strips. Add
stations without powering down the controller.
Contractor Default: Easily restore a watering schedule that has been altered by the homeowner or set
up a temporary schedule for new seed or sod.
Easy for End User: Rainbird’s exclusive ESP-style of programming along with a larger LCD display
makes it easy for the homeowner to understand.
Enhanced Diagnostics: ESPM will automatically alert you with a message on the LCD and warning
lights to station shorts, programming errors and sensor activation.
Programmable Delay: Allows additional time between zones for water
well recovery or slow closing valves.
ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

RBESPM
RBESPMI
RBESPSM3

4 Station Outdoor Controller
4 Station Indoor Controller
3 Station Modules

Hose Timers
Orbit Dual Dial Timer

Orbit Mechanical Timer
The manual hose faucet timer
works just like an egg timer.
Twist the dial to the desired
watering duration up to 120
minutes and the timer will turn
itself off. The mechanical
timer requires no batteries to
make it easy and quick to use.

The dual dial hose faucet
timer makes it simple to
set your timer to your
desired start time and
water duration. This unit
provides additional ports
so you don't lose the
access to your hose
faucet.

Orbit Four Button Digital Timer
Orbit's hose faucet timers
with four buttons and a
digital readout make setting
start time and watering
duration easy. Set four
separate
hose
faucet
watering programs.

ITEM#

DESCRIPTION

OR62018

Mechanical Timer

OR62030

Dual Dial Timer

OR62075

Four Button Digital Timer

SOLENOID VALVES
Valves can handle the toughest jobs, under the worst conditions. In durable
plastic or rugged brass, for low pressure and high, even working with effluent water, there’s a
Rain Bird valve for every application. These valves can be used in every setting, from residential
to heavy commercial purposes.

DV Series

JTV Series

The DV Series valves are available in threaded and slip
openings. The DVF Series valves are just the thing where
control is required and are also available in slip and
threaded. The new Rain Bird Jar Top Valves provide
versatility, reliability, affordability, and ease of service. This
valve has a slip opening. The versatile PGA Series with
plastic globe/angle valve has all the features that may be
found on the others with a fabric-reinforced diaphragm for
longer life.
ITEM #
RB75DV
RB100DV
RB100DVS
RB100DVF
RB100DVFS
RB100JTVS
RB150JTVS
RB100PGA
RB150PGA
RB200PGA

VOLTAGE
24 volt
24 volt
24 volt
24 volt
24 volt
24 volt
24 volt
24 volt
24 volt
24 volt

SIZE
¾”
1”
1”
1”
1”
1”
1 ½”
1”
1 ½”
2”

FEATURES
without flow, fpt
without flow, fpt
without flow, slip
with flow, fpt
with flow, slip
with flow, slip
with flow, slip
with flow, fpt
with flow, fpt
with flow, fpt

Control Wire

Splice Kit

A 18 gauge PVC jacketed low voltage wire that
is suitable for residential and
other
turf
applications.
Available jacketed in 3, 5, 7,
and 9 strand wires. Jacketed
multi-conductor wire permits
easy installation of just one
sheather for a set of wires.
ITEM #
# OF STRANDS
LENGTH
WIR1855
5 strand
500’
WIR1875
7 strand
500’
WIR1895
9 strand
500’
WIR18125
12 strand
500’
WIR163
3 Prong Cord
6’

A waterproof and
corrosion proof wire
connector with an
integrated twist-on
connector.
One
piece construction
for easy installation.
ITEM #
RBSPLICE
KI63225

DVF Series

PGA Series

PRODUCT
Rain Bird Splice – 2 Pc
Dry Conn Splice – 1 Pc

Dual Check Valve
Used to protect against both types of backflow conditions, backpressure and back siphonage.
Features include bronze body construction, corrosion-resistant internal components, low-pressure
loss design, and an operating pressure of 10 to 150 psi.
ITEM #
VALCHK10
VALCHK15
VALCHK20

DESCRIPTION
1” Dual Check Valve
1 ½” Dual Check Valve
2” Dual Check Valve

VALVES AND BOXES
Valve boxes provide complete protection of valves and allow easy access to valves for
operation and maintenance by having two cutouts for pipes and valves. Tough, shatter
resistant construction for reliable protection. Comes in four different
sizes and two different shapes, round and rectangular.
ITEM #
VALBOX6
VALBOX10
VALBOX12
VALBOX20

DESCRIPTION
6” Round Valve Box w/ Lid
10” Round Valve Box w/ Lid
12” Rectangular Valve Box w/ Lid
20” Rectangular Valve Box w/ Lid
Pressure Regulator

Filters
This filter contains a plastic sleeve
with either a ¾” or 1” 120
Stainless Steel mesh screen
molded directly into the cylinder.
These filters include a ball valve
for flushing.
ITEM #
DESCRIPTION
DIG63120 ¾” screen filter
DIG69120 1” screen filter

Pressure regulator manufactured from
high quality plastic that is available in
three sizes: 35 psi recommended for
sprinklers and pressure compensating
drippers, 43 psi for misters, and 65 psi for
foggers.
ITEM #
DESCRIPTION
NFPV3575
¾” 35 psi
NFPV4375
¾” 43 psi
NFPV6575
¾” 65 psi
PVC Ball Valves

Brass Ball Valves
All brass body wit a max
operating pressure of 400
psi.
ITEM #
SPN12BBV
SPN34BBV
SPN10BBV
SPN125BBV
SPN15BBV
SPN2BBV

Pressure range of 0-150 psi at 72°F
water temp with full port flow
opening, quarter turn operation.

DESCRIPTION
½”
¾”
1”
1 ¼”
1 ½”
2”

ITEM #
LEG9134S
LEG9134T
LEG9110S
LEG9110T
LEG9150S
LEG9150T

DESCRIPTION
¾” Slip
¾” Threaded
1” Slip
1” Threaded
1 ½” Slip
1 ½” Threaded
Brass Gate Valve

Brass Segment Valves

These valves have a working pressure
of 125 psi, hydrostatic shell test 200 psi
and hydrostatic test 150 psi.
ITEM #
SM34HH
SM34PH
SM34PP

SIZE & TYPE
¾” Hose to Hose
¾” Pipe to Hose
¾” Pipe to Pipe
Hose Bibb
ITEM #

ITEM #
BGV34
BGV100
BGV150
BGV200

DESCRIPTION
¾”
1”
1 ½”
2”
Garden Valve

BIBB34B

ITEM #

BIBBGDN

